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visit our web page 
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Connect
Design meets 
practical solutions
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your design,
your space

Connect is where creative design meets practical

solutions. Choose a style which appeals to your taste

from three distinctive basin shapes then build your

dream bathroom around it.

With Connect you can fulfil your whole wish list.

You’ll discover wc and bathing options, innovative

storage, stylish accessories and some very clever ideas

along the way.

Whether you’re planning a busy family space, an

elegant shower room or a compact guest room,

Connect offers a complete solution along with value

without compromise.

Award-winning product designer
Robin Levien has a history of
creating innovative bathroom
ranges for 
Ideal Standard. A master of space
optimisation, his clever designs
transform bathrooms of any size
into superb living environments. A
Royal Designer for Industry, Robin
makes powerful contemporary
design accessible to everyone.

Design by
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Connect to

Cube Strong, simple lines provide 

a contemporary look which

is beautifully balanced by

Connect’s signature soft inner

rim. The main basin is a bold

statement piece in a range of

sizes making it suitable for any

space whilst two short projection

options bring architectural style

to the smallest of bathrooms.
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Cube
60 cm basin

Cube
55 cm basin

Cube
50 cm basin

Cube
40 cm handrinse 
basin

Cube
55 cm short 
projection basin

Cube
50cm short
projection semi-
countertop basin





Connect to

Arc A classic shape that will sit easily

in any bathroom, Arc mixes a

smooth curve with a gently

scooped interior for a supremely

versatile basin.

Choose a pedestal or corner

version or, if storage is a priority,

the Arc basin sits beautifully 

on a range of furniture pieces.
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Arc
60 cm basin

Arc
55 cm basin

Arc
45 cm handrinse 
basin

Arc
35 cm handrinse 
basin

Arc
45 cm corner handrinse
basin





Connect to

Sphere Sphere offers hotel-chic style

perfect for creating a relaxing,

tranquil bathing space.

Formed of a soothing circle, 

it is design for the discerning.

A range of basin sizes, pedestal

and furniture options provide you

with endless possibilities 

and for ultimate luxury the pure

round vessel creates a feel of 

the luxury spa at home.
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Sphere
55 cm basin

Sphere
50 cm basin

Sphere
45 cm handrinse basin

Sphere
55 cm semi-countertop
basin

Sphere
45 cm semi-countertop
basin

Sphere
43 cm vessel basin



Storage solutions
Pure space

You won’t believe the storage capacity of a Connect bathroom. Furniture is so flexible you can 

fit just about anything. Combine tall, elegant cabinets with slimline base units or mix and match

independent pieces for a contemporary look. Integrated splashbacks, wall mirrors and mirrored 

units create spatial illusions for enhanced light and space.



Pure functionality is ensured through a
soft-closing mechanism on all doors
and drawers. Base unit drawers have a
quick release function for easy
cleaning.
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Space saving and comfort of use
Extra deep drawers offer maximum storage and a more
streamlined space. Easy to open and quiet to close, they 
are a joy to use. Small bathroom? Opt for the angled
column, as attractive as it is ingenious for storing
products.

functionality



10 cm lower...
Connect baths are a dream to step in and out of.  At just 
50 cm tall they ingeniously hold as much water as
standard baths while giving a more modern,
streamlined look and greater ease-of-use.  The secret is
Ideal Waste, a concealed waste and overflow system in
one.

innovation

BathtubsPure indulgence
Submerge yourself in pure relaxation with these four beautifully streamlined baths.

Choose from a standard bath in three sizes, a double-ended bath, a shower bath

and an economical water-saving bath. All feature the new Ideal Waste System and

an inviting lowered step.
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Double ended bath 
with Ideal Waste
System.

Rectangular bath 
with Ideal Waste System.

Shower bath (right
handed) with Ideal Waste
System. 

Water saving bath (right handed) 
with Ideal Waste System.

A water-saving bath 
Connect’s unique water-saving bath is the future of eco-aware bathing. For
homes where water usage is an issue this bath’s ingenious, softly sloping
interior and tapered foot reduces the amount of water needed to enjoy a deep,
indulgent soak. A shower bath is also a great water-saving option.

functionality



Toiletting
Pure practicality

Back-to-wall wc, floorstanding bidet
Ceraplan bidet mixer

Simple, sleek and easy-
to-use, all models are
designed for your
enjoyment. Ultra-smooth
surfaces make them
simple to clean and with
the option of a slow-
close seat for added
luxury, it’s quality design
you can afford.



Wall hung wc, wall hung bidet
Active bidet mixer

As easy to use as they are on the eye, these 

toilets and bidets are highly practical and

innovative. Designed to complement any basin 

or bathroom style, choose from two modern 

bowl shapes and two cistern shapes and from close

coupled, back-to-wall and wall-hung models. All

toilets coordinate beautifully with 

your choice of bidet.

Close coupled wc with Cube cistern

Close coupled back-to-wall wc with Arc cistern

Water saving
A dual flush cistern is part of all Connect close couple 
toilets because you don’t always need a full flush. 
A long flush push button delivers 6 litres of water 
and a short flush button, 4 litres. A dual flush ensures 
around 25% water saving. Good for you, and the planet!

functionality
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Accessories
Pleasure is in the details
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1. Shower totem 670 mm

2. Towel ring

3. Robe hook

4. Towel rails: 300, 450 and 600 mm

5. Glass shelf: 500 and 600 mm

6. Ceramic soap dispenser with holder

7. Ceramic tumber holder with holder

8. Ceramic soap dish with holder

9. Spare toilet roll holder

10. Toilet roll holder

11. Toilet roll holder with cover

12. Toilet brush set



Ceraplan
Economical and highly functional, Ceraplan taps offer exceptional
style and quality. Classic and elegant, this popular range is easy to
use and install. Featuring water and energy-saving innovations
such as Click technology, it’s clever design for the future.
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Harmoniously connected

Senses
Senses is a range of practical and attractive shower kits. Offering
supreme sensations of well-being, it contains an array of different
jet options including hydromassage amongst a host of exciting
features. Pure lines and exceptional quality make Senses the
perfect shower range to complement your Connect bathroom.

Ultraflat
Ultra-flat products, with their contemporary geometric design

offer maximum comfort and freedom to move. Their fine,

streamlined interior makes showering an absolute pleasure. With

bases in three different shapes and 21 different formats, you’ll find

the perfect size for you, whatever the angle or height you prefer. 

Active
Characterised by refined lines and graceful curves, Active is
functional and easy to use... bringing harmony and effortless
elegance into your Connect environment. Featuring innovations
such as Click technology for energy and water saving and
thermostats for greater comfort and safety, reliability and
enjoyment are ensured. 

Click technology 
No more cold snaps or hot splashes. Temperature and 
water flow are controlled at the simple lift of a hand. 
Plus, with innovations such as the discreet integrate 
aerator for the mixers and Top Fix device basin & bidet
mixers, reliability and ease-of-use are ensured.

innovation



Connect
Hand-pick your ideal combination

Basin designs Installations

Cube Arc Sphere Sphere & Arc Cube

Basin 55 cm E7864Basin 60 cm E7945 Basin 60 cm E7875
Sphere-Arc wall hung
basin units

Cube wall hung basin
units

Basin 50 cm E7895Basin 55 cm E7844 Basin 55 cm E7854
300 mm basin 
pedestal unit 

Handrinse 
basin 45 cm E8057Basin 50 cm E7884

Handrinse
basin 45 cm E7968

Basin corner unit 
wallhung

Vessel
basin 43 cm E8040

Handrinse
basin 40 cm E8033

Handrinse 
basin 35 cm E7914/Е7915

Semi-countertop basin 
unit wall hung

Slimline semi-countertop 
basin unit wall hung

Short projection
55 cm E7886

Corner handrinse 
basin 45 cm E7913
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SX - Dark walnut WG - Glossy white SO - American oak

3 Furniture finishes

Additional storage Toiletting Bathing

Cube Cistern Arc Cistern

Wall units Wall base units Close coupled

Close coupled back-to-wall

Tall unit
Wall hung
tall unit

Back to wall WC 
E8034

Floor standing
bidet E7995

Mirrored wall unit 
Mirrors
with lighting

Wall hung WC 
E8035

Wall hung bidet
E7997

Mirror splashback Mirrors 

Double ended bath 170x75 E019701

Rectangular bath 180х80, 170х70, 170х75, 150х70          
E019801/E019601/E019401/E019401 

Shower bath 150х90, 170х70
Е019901/Е020101/Е020401/Е020501

Water saving bath 170x70 E020201/E020301


